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INTRODUCTION

Many people dislike poetry because of  its impenetrability or impracticality. 
This book, Poems Practical, the companion volume to Poems Plain, attempts 
to offer practical poems for plain people. I like poetry’s goal: to offer distilled, 
honest, looks at things important, with just enough pixie dust to make it more 

pleasant. That’s what I try to achieve in this doggerelish diary.

Enjoy.

  

P.S. I welcome your honest feedback, whether to me at  
mnemko@comcast.net or on Amazon.

machu
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Source, the author, Marty Nemko

The Peach Fuzz Piano Player
Too young to shave,

let alone to drive,
for dollars 25, 

I cabbed to my first gig live.

In I crept, 
wood worn, 
floor gook, 
drink stink.

“What YOU want?”
I’m the piano player.

“Not a prayer!”
No really, I swear.

At Dive McCoy,
I figured my best ploy
was “Danny Boy...”

and the polloi, to my joy, crooned
“the pipes, the pipes are calling.”
And so began my piano calling.
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Radical Honesty
OK, the truth you want?

Bosses I hate, 
rules more.

Meetings? Count me out.
Employee handbooks?

Kindling.
Chains of  command?

I bust ‘em:
I talk with whom I want, when I want.

Leave me the fuck alone,
I’ll do better at whatever

than all your CYA dog-and-pony “teams.”
And if  your product’s a lout,

I’ll rat your ass out.
Don’t like my style or my 200K demand?

No prob, a smarter employer I’ll land.

Amtec Staffing, Flickr, CC 2.0
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A Valid Interview
“Tell me about yourself?”
“Your strength greatest?”
“Your weakness latest?”

Like horoscopes,
such scripts won’t reveal 

I’m The One.

Next time,
like a prisoner of  war,
I’ll refuse to answer,

Hell, I’ll show not tell:
ford to the board,

lead a meeting,
show good tweeting,
probe their minds tin.

Then raising my chin,
order with pride,
“Now decide!”

Pixabay, Public Domain
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Ode to Mr. Grungy
Comfy at home I scribble 

thanks not to the gods
but to Mr. Grungy.

An ironworker sweated to smelt
my chair’s base, my lamp’s shell.

Mud/tape guys,
like mud daubers, 

built walls
while roofer precarious

prevents my being a poet soaked,
and far below, digger’s and cementer’s hand

grunted the foundation so all will stand.

Yet benighted colleges and media lapdogs 
dub Mr Grungy inferior 

to college grads pumped full of  flotsam
helping no one.

Here’s to Mr. Grungy.

Kathy Jones, CC 2.5, Wikimedia
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Resurrect Duty
Thrown into a coffin by Nazis,

with final nails placed by the ‘60s,
to the cheers of  lazies,

the virtue of  duty 
is pushing up daisies.

Yet duty is ingredient 1 on deeds’ label,
from sink cleaning to disease curing,

a virtue worth resurrecting.

Kathy Jones, CC 2.5, Wikimedia

machu
Sticky Note
need a better vertical image to go with the page pattern
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A Poet Looks for a Job
Failed have my
machinations,
obfuscations, 

downright fabrications.

So have my
affirmations,
supplications, 
incantations:

Lord, Shaman, Wiccan,
to the pile’s top, 

levitate my application.

Perhaps the Gods deem
my case below them.

Should I write a poem?

Pixabay, Public Domain
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Polymath Polly
Dubbed dabbler by inferiors,

polymaths do five of  what plebes can’t one.
To wit, 

Using her superpowers, 
Polly the mountain scaled,

reached the damn man in distress,
doctored him up, carried him down,
pianoed him, loved him like a pianist,

and last, did her day job:
gave him a Lyft home.

Alfredo Mendez, Flickr, CC 2.0

machu
Sticky Note
again need another option for this poem
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Boss Unfair, Unsurpassed
On Day 1, boss warned,
equal I will not treat you.

As some plants need
more water, space, light

for our garden to 
bumper with fruit,

I need tailor care and feeding
so each of  you can flower.

The Muuj, Flickr, CC 2.0
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The Partnership Highway
High hopes:

helping, harmony, hard cash.
But then blaming, burgling, blow-ups.

Now roadkill.

Wikimedia, CC 3.0
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Ode to English
What a language English is, 

affording colorations subtle as 
between Pantone C-201 and C-202.
Rather than “ode” one could try:

“encomium” to retain the feeling Roman
while adding formality refused by no man.

 
“Paean” adds poeticization

while “panegyric” adds deification
to the equation.

“Extolling” downgrades a bit,
and “praise” drops it another hit,

while modernizing it.

Or in current parlance
(or is it “argot” or “jargon,”)

English could be deemed
“awesome.”

Alborzagros, CC 4.0, Wikimedia

Marty
Highlight
delete "between."
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Worker
 

Believing in work only,
for a half  century 

a production machine 
cranking wake ‘til sleep,

and aware of  time’s sands,
cranking harder, longer.

Don’t be fooled 
that he can write silly

and play tunes,
his true self  is dour 

and in pain.

Source: Marty Nemko
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A Matte Steel Life
My life is matte steel,
shimmer sanded by

a lifetime of  
father, 

rewards,
punishments,

my values now alloyed, annealed, 
I’m productive as foundry,
respected as bust bronze,

stolid.

But as pictures, people, movies
of  life bright, 

champagne-bubbly,
flit in and out,

just occasionally,
very occasionally

I wonder.

Pixnix, Public Domain
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The Day-End’s Sigh
Faded are the day’s noises

like an ambulance siren passed
except for my aging grunts

as I trade dayshirt for nightshirt 
balming as bubble bath
and dropping onto my

nightly rejuvenator,
I sigh.

Pixabay, Public Domain
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